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Teaser: 
The Church Media Podcast, Episode #37 “5 Things That Will Happen in Church Technology in the Next 
Year with Jeremy Smith". Let’s Do it. 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION:  
Welcome to Episode #37 of The Church Media Podcast. I’m Carl Barnhill. 
This is the definitive podcast for helping you create dynamic experiences and build solid media 
production teams at your church. 
 
This Week, I welcome Jeremy Smith to the show. Jeremy is a blogger, techie and social media guy. He 
is the Senior Staff Writer for ChurchMag which is another online resource for church media peeps. 
That’s at churchm.ag 
 
Got some cool links for you on the show notes page for this episode. Go to 
twelvethirtymedia.com/podcast, click on episode number 37. Or you may be listening to me on the show 
notes page as we embed the show audio there as well. Be sure to click on links to Jeremy’s ebooks and 
blog articles. Lots of free content to enjoy there. 
 
I recently spoke with Jeremy about digital marketing, social media, and 5 things that will happen in 
church technology in the next year. 
 
Here is my full interview with Jeremy Smith from ChurchMag. I’ll be back in just a bit to wrap things up. 
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Content from Interview with Jeremy Smith: 
 
1. Church Technology Talks About Feminine Inequality In Technology 
• GamerGate is a thing… 
• Gender discrimination in technology is not only now known, but people are fighting against it… 
• Women are leaving technology positions left and right… 
• Sexism is present, and I don’t know if it is just a secular thing… 
And where does the Church stand on it? Church technology has a chance to bring this up to their 
congregation. We have the ability to be the light of Jesus and actually doing something good in this 
space. 
 
2. Pornography Is Not Just A Male Thing 
Did you know that the percentage of people who are struggling with porn has increased. But not with 
men, that’s actually dropped. It’s jumped dramatically with women and while some of the resources out 
there are good for either gender, most within the church are geared towards technology. 
 
Here are questions that I want to be discussed this year: 
• Clearly this is not a male lust thing, how do we go about serving women struggling with pornography? 

How is it different and the same? 
• The Church has been too accusatory or silent about this topic, when and how will we take ownership 

of this whole topic besides providing “Band-Aid fixes?” 
• With mobile devices, this isn’t just a “block the Internet” fix (as you can tell, Band-Aid fixes drive me 

crazy), so how do we effectively address this topic? 
• When we do address the topic, we make it too niche (parents fix your kids, youth pastors fix our kids, 

men’s group fix our men). What does it look like for the whole Church to address this as a whole 
topic? 

• How can Church technology be at the core of these developments? 
 
3. Church Technology Is More Than A Gadget Ministry 
I’ve seen some bloggers begin to take this on last year, but I want to see a huge push for this. As 
suggested in the last point, church technology is, in and of itself, a ministry. But too many times I see us 
talking about filtering out noise on the soundboard, best tablets to use for sermons, the one device that 
will revolutionize your youth group, the perfect time to tweet, or SEO hacks to get you at the first 
position on Google. 
The one thing that is missing from many of these discussions is how God and His divine purpose is 
fleshed out. I don’t mean to spiritualize every Church technology discussion we have, but we are too 
infrequently, at least to my standards, talking about the implications this has for evangelism, 
discipleship, worship, and the impact it has on our souls. 
 
4. The Internet Becomes An Effective Place to Evangelize and Disciple & Probably Be Persecuted 
If you have been around ChurchMag in 2015, you’ve heard me talk about how social media and blogging 
can be used for evangelism and discipleship. These were starter queries to get the discussion going. 
Some people have fully bought into it while others are still either skeptical or down right resistant to the 
notion. But I believe the case has been made that both of these things can happen online and should. 
The question is: how? Drive by witnessing doesn’t work on these platforms because it’s easy to be 
blocked. So we need to figure out how and forward with these strategies. 
 
With figuring out how to be effective at evangelism and discipleship online comes the risk of 
persecution. And I don’t mean getting blocked by someone. For me, this looks like threats, vulgarity in 
comments, and being targeted by people with harassment or more. It’s the risk that comes with being a 
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proactive Christian and with the added anonymity of the Internet, has huge concerns. How do we 
navigate this well but not be turned off by the push-back that awaits from believers and non-believers 
alike? 
 
5. Video Quality from Churches Online Will Get Better 
If you go onto YouTube right now and look for content from churches, you get one of three things: 
• A church that has not posted anything in the last year and it’s a wasteland of how ineffective they are 

online. 
• Someone is posting regularly but the quality is not good. 
• Someone is posting amazing content, but infrequently. 
There may be exceptions to this, but as it stands now, church videos are EMBARRASSING. We need to 
up the quality at which we post and do more, better. 
Maybe this means taking a master class on videography from Brady Shearer. Maybe it means paying for 
a full-time church communication position. Maybe it means re-framing how you do advertising and your 
whole creative process. 
Don’t get me wrong. I am not asking your church to create a budget to purchase a 4K camera, tanked 
out computer for production, green screens, and everything else. You can do amazing stuff with your 
personal smartphone. You could even start by turning up your video quality by being more intentional 
about the content you create. (Sounds like a future article that needs to be written.) 
 
 
CLOSING SEGMENT: 
Hope you enjoyed my interview with Jeremy. Again you can check out his ebooks and blog articles at 
churchm.ag 
 
That’s it for us this week. 
 
Next week on the show, one of the biggest shows we’ve had so far - get this - actor and director Kirk 
Cameron will be joining me. In addition to Kirk, I’ll have Kevin Downes on the show. Kevin is an actor, 
director and filmmaker - you’ve seen him in Courageous, Mom’s Night Out and other movies. These two 
guys will be here to chat about how they produce faith-based films for millions of people to see. I want 
us to learn from these guys how to make quality content, how to write, produce, and direct your own 
films and more. You don’t want to miss next week’s episode of the show.  
 
I want to thank you for joining me this week. 
We want to learn from guys like Jeremy and each other how to create experiences at our churches 
where people meet Jesus and take their next step with Him. 
Again, free content from this episode for you and your production team is on our website, go to 
twelvethirtymedia.com/podcast, click on Episode #37 and get a free transcript and some sharable 
content for your team. That’s twelvethirtymedia.com/podcast - Episode #37. 
 
I want to thank my producer for this episode, David Michael Hyde. David is a Contemporary composer 
and music producer for film and digital media. If you have an audio need for a project - editing, 
producing, scoring - this is the guy you need to get. You can find him online at davidmichaelhyde.com. 
 
Thanks again for joining us this week. 
Go out there guys and create some incredible experiences this Sunday. 
I’ll catch you next week. 
 
 


